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The Work and Where it Came From





What Do We Mean When We Say 

“Urban” and ”Rural”

 U.S. Census Bureau and OMB define “rural” as open territory with less 

than 2,500 residents.

 Everything else is urban



Domestic Violence Trends in Rural 

Areas

 The pre-Covid data

 2004 study: inverse relationship between rurality and percentage of 

homicides in which the killer was a family member or intimate partner

 2003 study: rural perpetrators of intimate partner violence are twice as 

likely to inflict severe physical injuries, more likely to use weapons during 

assaults, and twice as likely to make death threats.



Why Might Rural Trends Look 

Different?



Appalachia in Particular

 Older studies show extreme geography, social isolation, lack of 

educational/economic opportunity, and prevalence of gun 
ownership leads to more and more severe domestic violence

 Characterized the court systems as “victimizing abused spouses”









Rural Areas During Covid



What is Access to Justice?



Access to Justice in Rural Areas

 Data has shown that rural individuals are les likely to have their 

needs met

 Attorney access: one sixth of Americans reside in rural locations, but 

rural America has 2% of attorneys

 Pro bono challenges: rural lawyers may have higher case loads and 

thinner margins

 Legal services challenges: may be more spread out, cover a larger 

service area, and require more time travelling

 Legal aid funding: some studies suggest rural areas receive less than 

1/3 the per-person funding of urban areas



Access to Justice in Rural Areas

 Rural courts are less likely to have on-site limited legal assistance 

available

 Rural courts may have additional fees like domestic relations 

commissioner fees

 Rural courts may be more likely to have processes that delay and 

frustrate justice (passing cases, large open docket calls)

 Rural courts are less likely to have specialized dv courts or dv intake 

centers

 Rural law enforcement is less likely to have victims advocates on 

staff



My Research
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But Data Has to Lead to Solutions

 Incentives to improve number of lawyers in rural areas

 Increased funding for rural legal aid organizations

 Stronger pro bono incentives

 Changes to court room procedures

 Increased dv resources in rural areas

 More trainings for court personnel on assisting pro se individuals
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What Do You See in Your Practice?


